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Meetand a large assembly hall f
tion. Strip fictitious reputations. Have
ings of every description.
I publicity and enforce the law. Make
The new plant will cost ultimately
ii stand on their merits.
Policies
re4120,000,00o to $30,000,000, and
&di be conducted openly. Leaders
ere
quire ten years for its building.
ould be chosen for their statesmanPRESIDENT
DEwill be twenty-seven blast furnaces O'NEAL WHIPPED HIS WIFE HARVARD
ities, for their standard's of
nor, for their courage, not for their
and fifty open-hearth furnaces,-makWHO WANTED HIM TO
CLARES IT LIES IN DEMOing it the largest steel' plant its the
skill in puling wires.
And where
JOIN CHURCH.
CRACY.
world.
shall we look for the
,
More than 12,000 men will be emspirit, the inspiration to do good and
ployed in the plant
be honest if not so the edliseition an ri
?a:relrean John:on Recovered Bike The Advance of Civilization in the
ZUCCUMBED TO AT-.
C07:CN::::::, OWN • ASSAILANT
liege hails?
Through Some Little Boys—OzPresent Century Hinges
TACK OF PARALYSIS. NEGRO
NONE AS,THEY SAY.
LYNCHED AT CADIZ.
"I would like to tell you of the
mont and Jones Return.
On Its Progress.
Hopkinsville, Ky., Jan. 22.—A mob
doubt and heartad-. and, headaches
Sunday
of these last few months, but I won't.
f three hundred early
Was Stricken Sunday Aft/MU:KM Witt_ ire:ening took Ernest Baker, a negro,
I do not know what will really be Would Take Months .to Discover the
Invasion of "Do Right" religion
from the Trigg county jail and hangCambridge, Mass., Jan. 22.—"The accomplished by the investigation
Second Attack to His Throat
Investments, If '
.Any. of
ed him to a beam of the city scales, oausedi the O'Neal facility to "Do great movement of the world today into the insurance companies, but I
and Chest
the
Soldiers.
Wrong" last night up at their home is toward democracy. The great bey- hope for permanent benefits. I benear the court house in Cadiz. .
Saturday night Baker attempted to on Husbands street. John O'Neal note of the presentcentury, the cen- heve that me, as college men, have
criminally assault Miss Mary Gen- and his wife had a falling out and tury thqst
&relent entering upon, great lessons to take to heart), to put
FUNERAL TO OCCUR
try, aged eighteen. He knocked her she procured warrants against him, will be democracy in all things. One success on a tree basis, to learn to FACTS DRAWN OUT 'hundred years from now the popula- deny to mien of money special' priviWEDNESDAY AFTERNOON. down, dragged her by the heels into charging a breach of the peace.
BY RESOLUTION
O'Neal chime his wife wanted, him tion of our country, which is now for leges just because they have money,
an, alley', but her screams attracted
and
church
the most part wilderness, will be be- in other words to develop the spirit of
'
neighbens. The negro fled, but was to join the "Do Right.
that he refusedi, not believing in the yond Say present conception, and this perfect fairness and 'honesty."
later arrested.
commuthe
will
With deep regret
Washington', Jan. ii:—Secreta'ry
religion. His wife, so he claims, at great nation will be the most demonity learn that last evening at 8:20
this became very angry, and picking cratic that the world has ever known.
Taft today sent to the senate stateo'clock Mr. William Porteous passed
up a ohiair, tried to brain him, but his The progress of demterney will be
ment in response. to a resteution callaway at the family home, 16tt Trimpatienee ceased to be a virtue and the great feature. of the advance of
ing on him for information as to
ble street, as the oesule of another atturning about Ise geve her a good civilization in the present century.
"'whether any member of the Philiptack of paralysis which overcame him
thrashing, so she 'contends.
pine commission officer of the army
If this is to be sound the character
Sunday afternoon and ended his earth
or navy of the United States, directly
of our people most be as sound as
BUT RUSSIAN NOBILITY RE- or
ly career at the dime stated. His THREE YEAR OLD CHILD OF
Bicycle Recovered.
their proficiency in the arts, in comindirectly, owned on December 1,
MR. HARRY PIXLER
GARD HIM AS COUNTRY'S
ueakened condition caused him to be
1905, or now owns any land in the
merce and 'in government."
,,
Patrolman
DIES.
noon
Yesterday at
SAVIOR.
the more easY victim to the 'attack
This was the -stirring prophecy of
Phillippines Islands or bad at any
Johnsoa recovered a bicycle stolen the future
than otherwise. '
time or now has any 'interest , or
of the nation with which
the day before from in front of the President) Charles W. Eliot of HarOver a year ago Mr. Porteous was
night in such lend of any character,
attacked with paralysis whie•ai afflicted Mrs. Mary Moss Passed Away of office of Dr. J. W. Penalty, on Broad- vard university began his lecture on Czar and Dukes Will Give Him and if so, early ownership, interest or
way between Fourth and
Fifth "A Just Reverence Comsistent With a
his vocal chords in such a manner
Consumption at Home Here—
Physical Support Because of
right is, where the land is situated',
streets. It was found behind Gus Genuine Democracy" in the lecture
that he could not speak at all, but
James Thornton Dead.
His Power.
particularly with reference to the loTare's grocery, at Fifth and Jefferson room of the Prospect Union
could lisp unintelligibly. For weeks
cation of proposed railroads in said
yesserstreets.
he was confined at his home, prOhibday afternoon.
islands, and who said officials are."
'Same man rode the, wheel up to
ited from speaking in the hope that
The secretary
stated that, he
St. Peterebung. Jan. 22.—"There
Yesterday afternoon there died she doctor', office and while ineide Reverence Changed, Not Destroyed.
rest to the chords would restore their coldie Mae, the 3-year-Old daughter
has been an important change in the brought the resolution to the dieten•
looking for the physician, who was "Though critics of democracy claim
vitality. Finally he went to his of Mr. and Ors. B. II. Pieter of
relations between Premier Witte And tion of Gov. Gen. Wright and Comnot there, a boy stole the bike and that democracy bas destroyed some
former home in Scodend for a several
the Czar and the Grand Dukes," said missioner Forbes, both of who ,are
Eleventh street.
The child
103South
other
Two
of the finer oharactirristics of the a
months' sojourn in the hope of bent- pasted .away quickly of pneumonia hid it behind Tate's.
Russian general residing at the now in Washington, and cabled to Ike
fitting 'himself, but it did not seem that attacked her onby last Sunday, smia'.4 boy, saw him, and yesterday natter data, such as reverence of court of Tearelien-'Selo. "While his inernbens of the comimission in Manila
policeman,
took
who
children toward parents, pupil toward
any good could be accomplished. He twenty-four houre before death. Mr. informed the
,majesty and the grand dukes continue for statements, the replies from all
rettiosed last summer, but never et- Pixke is the well-known engineer for the 'bicycle over to the City Hall„ teacher, the people Meatiad their to hate Count Wttie personally, being transmitted. Do: Taft then
claimency
where
it
awaits
by the riders* there is in all these relations
gained his speech. He has been able the N., C. ft St. I.:. railroad, and runs
politically the Romanoffs regard him said:
11.*
a more genuine relation than formerto be out up until Sunday afternoon, on the Perryville branch, from owner.
"I may add that when I was civil
as the savior of the dynasty and hence
ly, although their relations.. have as
when a second attack overcame him, whence he arrived hist 'night The
a necessary evil. 'the 'grand dukes governor of the Philippine Islands,
Changed," continsied President Eliot.
The Cat Came Back.
afflicting him in the throat and pass- wild be field this afternoon et 3 o'clock
and the nobility in general support an article was published in a Iklanila
"No nation in the world has such
ing down into the upper portion of at the residence, with their officiating
Ernest Ozmont and Wood Jones
Count WItte because he has promised newepaper containing' an insinuation
his body. He wee rational until the Rev. A. L. Men of the German drifted into the city Sunday and were reverence for womien as have the men to safeguard their interests and to withdrawn by formal retractsoa in
last, but gradually grew worse until Luthern church f South Fourth street. yesterday locked up in the county of the great republic. Our revere-nee after she agrarian and fiscal reforms was interested in investments in the
claimed by death. After the second Interment follows at Oak Grove jail, op bench warrants, charging for armhole has ditrinishecl, but not o suit the landed nobility, and they Philippines Islands, which would - be
for the ideals which these materials
attack his vocabulary muscles could as:mete-Ty.
control more vote's than all the other affected by legielation of the commisthem with obtaining money by false
signs of religion and love of country
not be moved, while it was impossidame* combined. Haying thus won 'ion. On the publication of this atpretenses. They were indicted the
stsoillior.
ble for him to eat anything.
Coniumption.
Ned
last terns of court on charge of stealover the nobility, who were his bit- tick I challenged the truth of its
Mr. Ptorte01111 was one of the most
c
With
by—hater, and asked for
Civilization's terest enemies feemeely,-Ise.
ing
goods' from Grocer Wilkins and
Mrs. Mnry Wes died Sunday at
congenial and highly thought of men their home in Sae North Ninth street, selling is to a third party, by claiming
Advance.
to remain in office while the present specifications. The ineinuation was
in this section. He was blessed with after a lingering lanes, wittsconstimp- the articles belonged to them The
withdrawn by formal retractionin in
"Such a belief as this toward the regime lasts."
a sunny disposition that won the tion.
The former Zersastvorists, who at the newspaper.
pair got locked up at Memethis, Tenn., effect of democracy is the only One
hearts and warm friendship of all,
the deceased was a most estimable for attempting to rob a Inan, but consistieot with a belief in the perma- the present time are called Demo- "This was the occasion of an inwho found much stinehine and pleas- and devout Ohrimian hely known to made their escape while "trusties." nent duration of democracy and a be- crats, are holding a convention in St. vestigation Which I instituted) to seeeei
ure in his company that was much many friends. She was forty-four They have since then, three weeks lief in the permanence of this is Petersburg. M. Feodoncd, president certain whether any member of
Hosts of years of age.
sought by es-anybody
ago, been drifting over the counts-ye necessary for a belief in the advance of railroad and sedevaaor companies, then corerniesion, which was constifriends and acquaintances will deeply
'This morning at to o'ciock the and finally came back home. Tiaeni
At
" was President Eliot's one of the Democratic leaders, said tuted at that time of Luke E. Wright,
grieve at his sudden dissolution, that (wend services win be conducted at were arrested near Fifth and Norton
Henry C. Ide Dean C. Wlorceter, Berto this correspondent:
remote* an unusually good man from the residence, with interment folk:sw- streets and being unable to give bond
"We are in favor of universal suff- nard Morsee and myself, had made any
oar midst.
rage and a constituent assembly yet investment in hand or otherwise in the
went to jail.
ing at Old• Grove cemetery.
The decessed was born in Glasgow,
we Save decided to participate in Philippines at that time, and I learned
Scotland, forty-five years ago, and he
Count Witte's DOntlia despite rise by persenal inquiry and investigation
Gun carrying Charge.
Blacksmith Died.
was a eon of the late John S. Portefrauds by the, government. We ex- that no American 'member of the
Sunday right there deed itt: RiverErnest Rearlo, charged with carryous, who came to this country about
pect to have a majority in that body, commission had any such isvestment
side hospital, Jame Thorn
Thorltin,
n, who ing concealed weapon's, yesterday
thirty years ago sad was sexton of
for the reason that the whole country in the Philippine Islands. Oreseticse,
ailing
had
month,
been
there
one
wilt
surrendeeedi to the police authorities. WAS PASSED QUIETLY AT RUS- is indignant
Oak Grove cemetery until his death. cirrhosis of
because of the wholesale the Filipino inensbers of the comaniathe liver. His remains
SIAN CAPITAL YESTER
The son did not con* over here un- were moved to the 'Since?
arrests and massacres of innocent sion were known when appointecit to
Efinger
Broke Into Schoolhouse,
DAY.
til 1886 to join his parents, and he, undertaking establishmenton South
people during the imaginary revolu- be the owners of landed estatelle—
too, became associated vs.th the bury Third street where they are tieing
tion thr'oug'h which Count Witte "With reference to the questioa
Somesime Sunday evening* two colMg ground, with which he remained held, awaiting orders from relatives ored boys broke through the front
wants to swindle us out of our whether any officers of the army have
always. When the father died the as to when
they want dleme with the door of the school' building of Miss Troops in "Bomb Formation," While promieed constitution. Thus at Mos- any interest in lands or have obtained
lion was made sexton and coptinued body.
People Attended Business—Crepe
cow a dozen others were simply as- an option tor the purchase of them
Helen Lowery, of Kerituelcy avenue
in that position until the last.
Bands on Arms.
sassinated 'by drunken Cossacks. Dur- along the tine of the projected railMr. Thornton was forty-three years between Seventh' and Ninth stteets,
The deceased vete a valued mem- of age and a blarkensith. He leaves and effecting an entrance, stoic
ing the railroad straw the soldiers ways or elsewhere, I -beg to say that
ber of Paducah Lodge of Masons, the a *War at...Pell-vain Ky., and two erasers, tablets', a clock and other
shot witcnit trial sixty-two employee. certainly 75 per cent. of all the offiElks. falaccttbees and. Odd Fellews, brothers at Aetnavillin Ky., and bad things from the building. They carSt. Petersburg, Jan. 22. —Thc fre- 'There were similar murders in other cnrs of, the army have been at some
v.hiir from a 'religious standpoint he himself been here only a short while. ried She outfit, not to their house, quent patrols in all the streets this cities. The Jews especially were time or another since American ocwas of die Presbytetian faith.
but to a Ivouae where lived the cook morning are marching at wide inter- shot everywhere as aliegedl Socialists, cepatiors, on duty in the Philippines,
Bneidee his aged mother, Mrs.
of Mr. George Langetaff. The wom- ials in "bomb formation." This is illiterate Cossacks ;tsdsring whether and that inquiry directed to the quesChild Died,
Mary Porte es, be is survived by one
The fifteen-elay-old child of Mr. J. an made theschildren take the things almost the only indication that today their political opinions were, right or tion whether "any of these officers,
aiater, Mrs. Cut flank, wife of the ). Davis died Sunday at their hoirie back yesterday morning, and the is the anniversary of "Red Sunday." wrong.
who number some 3,000, have the inwell known hardware mite and three in the Coy, MarehaD county neighbor- little culprits were not
"Fearing that Russia would suspend terests mentioned in the resolution
The stores are all open and the orbrothers, Mr. James Porteous, the hood, and was buried yesterday at on account of tr age. prosecutd,hi
dinary life of the city is proceedding specie payment, Premier Rouvier of of the senate, coukl not beeenewerAl
Fee/tee lee helped M. Kokovtisoff, by personal statements from each offlorist and marble yard man, and the Bethlehem cemetery of that
as usual •
'Messrs. Robert and Thomas Porte- vicinity..
Detective Returned.
Up to tt o'clock no trouble of any minister of Franke, to obtain a small Ace: of the army under four months.
ous, of Glasgoae.Scotland. He was
Detectible' T. J. Moore returned last kind had been repotred. Bands of loan at a high rate of interest, a.- If it be suggested that land records
night frem a trip to Metropolis, worlamen-were encountered occasion- swing immediate payment of coue in thePhilite}ines might be convoked,
an uncle of Mr. John Porteous and PROTEST AGAINST
where he went in the morning on ally proceeding from one factory re- pons. But foreigners and Russians I beg to say that the land recerds
Mass Maggie Pbeteeeti, of this city,
STATE GOVERNMENT. offitial business.
and brother of the bate John Portegion to another, sometimes chanting both undeestand that to avoid bank- are to be fourtd in thirty-five of the
ous., Jr, the well Imbiiin paving street
a revolutionary chortle, but otherwire ruptcy a constitution is imperative. thirty-six provinces of the archipelaExodus of Merchants and Priests—
Therefore the country wild give ue go, end that it would require further
contractor.
Several days ago the terse of Mrs. they were orderly.
Results in Constitutional GovSpores, of the North Side, died and
The funeral services will be held
investigatipit to identify the land own
The authorities, fearing a students' majerity."
ernment
the caftans was dragged to near. the demonstration at their favorite rallyat 2 o'clock tomorrow afternoon at
er shown there as, army offreere."
I. C. trestle, and left lying exposed. ing place in front of the Kazan caththe residence; Rev. W. E. Cave, of
Mr. Taft said in conclusion: "In
VOLCANO CAUSES A PANIC,
St. Petersburg, Jan. 22. —A;consti- The offrcers notified her yestetclay to ectral,. posted
the Pint Presbyterian church, official
view of the very burdensome characa heavy force of Cosir.g. The interment for/owe at Olik tutional government for Persia, ac- either move the body or stand a war- sack, and mounteel gendarmes in the
ter of tile investigation necessary to
Grove cemetery under the aulpicei of cording to adviees from teheran re- rant, it being against the law to leave court yards of the neighborIng build- Mexican Crater, Believed Extinct, discover whether among 3.000 person"
ceived here, is to be the tot/trotted of dead animals lying around the city. ings and patrolled,that section
Paducakeridge of Masons.
Shoots Forth Velley of Rocks.
there may be anyone who has an inwith
the sudden exodus of a thousand merMrs. Henry Harris, of toso Madi- especial vigilance. The streets were
terest in land in the Philippine Ischants and Mullah priests from the son, and Mr. W. D. Deakins, of eto crowded with people
City of Mexico, Jan. 22.-—The me- lands, I respectfully request the fterMODERN TOWN WILL BE
attending to
Persian capital as a protest against North 'Sixth, repotted yesterday to
terologicad bureau of the federal goy- ther instruction of the senate nit'h a
'BUILT IN INDIANA. the shah's goveroment. Mho insur- the police that thieves; *tole their um- their ordinary occupation's, but many /eminent has received
adeices from view to possibly narrowing the scope
of them wore Lends of crepe on their'
gents proceeded to the •village of brellas the night before from their arms,
Santa Rosalia, Lower California, stat- of the inquiry in accordance with the
s
of
sympathy
silent
with
Illinois Steel Compere, Will Expend Shah Abdul-Azim, where the shah respective front porches.
ing that the Las Verginee volcano, iuformation or report on which the
the revolutionary cause.
From $ao,000.000 to Seo,000,000.
presided over a representative assemwhich has long been supposed extinct, resolution was presumably based, so
Yesterday morning when Mr. Geo.
..---__
bly perfected by the **Naha, mer- Barrett, the produce man opened, his
has suddenly become active and gave that full answer may be made in is
MINSTRELS.
.0hreagc, Jan. 22. --A model town chants and land owners. The as
forth a violent eruption a. few days shorter time than four months. So
store on South Second stint near
which will be haat by the Illinois
will be called the '1-louse of Jus- Broady', ay, he found someone had - January 30th lass bri definitely de- ago. Showers of stones were blown far as the investigation in the owner Steel company in connection with its tice" and exercise administrative and broken through the rear of the place cided upon as the date for the min- from the crater and
these were fol- Ship of lands in the Philippines by
new plant, r4 be construtted near legislative power's The equality M since carving time Saturday
night, strels the Daughters of the Cordeder- lowed by clouds, of lava ashes, which officere of the navy is concerned, T
Iluffipgton, I ., will be ataitted Corey all before the law will be proclaimed. and robbed the cash drawer of a little acy will give at The Kentucky, the fell upon the town
of Santa Rosalie, beg to point out that I hate no
In 'honor of W. Ellis Corey, president It is expected that the assembly will over
money derived to gO to the fund for causing a panic among the people of jurisdiction to make inquiry with re$7.
of the 'Unked **tow-Steel corpora- demjnd tire ,distrissal of M. J. Nees,
the 'erection of a handsome monument the place.
spect to them and I have accordingtion, the parent concern.
the Belgian minister of oestome and
The volcanic eruption was preceded ly forwarded a copy of the tesolution
Capt. John Stout, of the towboat in Lang park to the memory of South
The towts is to ibis:hulk on the lines posts, and the Belgian employes of 'I'. H. Davis, has received
word of ern women* and soldiers. SeleCtion by Violent earth tremal'ngs and sev- tnabe seoretary of the nary for such
of the most advanced and scientific the customs.
the death several days ago of his of tis date gives seven more days eral. of the hills,, adjacent to the vol- action a-s may be deemed prOpir."
ideas of municipal reform.
for ehearsals which will be held ev- cano sank until they, became level
father at Jonesboro, Ark.
It will contain, besides model work
One person was killed and anothee
ery nrigist or two this week. A fine with the truirrounding plain. The lat- 'Eighteen negroes were killed in a
,
men's dwelinge, public bathe. laun- badly !hurt in 'a boiler explosion and
A beibc1 but fruitless attempt was entertainment is being oatlined ad a est.'reports are that the volcano is fire and panic in a colored church at
dries, kitchens and oalier municipal panic in the Windemere Hotel, Chi- maelre to rob the Merchants' Naelionsil crowded house will help tile good ritiksalhis down anst
that excitement 'Philadelphia.
The fire lose was
enterprises, and will Olive _it theater
•
cause.
bank of Topeka, Kan.
among the people is, subsiding.
,
. .'

RENON-TROUBLE GREAT KEYNOTE

SUDDEN DEATH

TAFT MAKES REPLY

Wm.Porteous Passed Away
Last Evening.

He Can't Tell It Officers
Have Bought Lands

DEAD OF ONE DAY

HATE WITTE

REb ANNIVERSARY

•

1

•
'

.1

011.0

VICTIMS IN TIMES OF PEACE s
courteisvhich setts the tax rate, .after osition submitted to Kentucky's
be
by
might
referred
assembly
the state board of equalization de
Said That Railways Kill and Xeim
rides whether the total county assess Gov. Thorne to the senate commitXtr.'s Men Than the Bloodas
morals,7and
and
religion
merit shall be left stand like fixed' by tee on
iest of Wars.
that comMittee never even says
the supervisors.
there.
hope
no
has
bill
the
Now the reason Judge Lighltifo•ot "dam."
When the young men of the counSpeaker Lawrence. in the house', try are called forth to war, they marca
thinks the .nealgistiuttee shosuld also
_:sinkiu,
the
to
over
it
hand
that
might
be the board of supervisors, is
through the streets with flags flying
each magitstrele-has-to reside inside fond cOmmittte. There it wouI4o end bands playieg inspiring music.
his own district, he is wet acquainted down to rise no more. Congress is, The people crowd the streets and greet
with tbe property of every land owner therefore, the place for the bill "to them with applause. When news of I
THE GREATEST BARGAINS IN WALL PAPER THAT HAS
RAISES QUARTERLY
tomtit that district, knows its true darn Salt river." All congressmen battle is received, the entire nation,
$500
TO
COURT
valuation and( knows- at What it should have heard of the stream. Some have In sad at the story of lives destroyed. EVER BEEN OFFERED TO' THE PUBLIC. YOU CAN PAPER
_.
.
be assessed.. And Ahen tire magis,) gone up itk.current and pronounce it Those who thus. #le are honored for
trate being a member of the fiscal one of the nine rivers of bells All their heroism, and moduments g ar° A ROOM, SIDE 'WALL, CEILING AND BORDER TO MATCti
Volumaes
court also, lie is in ptosition to know will do anything feasible and reason- erected to their memory, while those FOR THE srALL SC:d OF ONLY 65 CENTS. NICE PLAIN Fi.t,
Will Believe Judge Reed of
how large the assessments should be able to improve the river and make who return maimed are pensioned.
Lightfoot
of Work Judge
in order to derive sufficient taxation it safe for any ascending craft.
Not so, however, the army which goes RAL DESIGNS THAT OTHERS Altel SELLING AT 6 CENTS 1.1..
Will Get.
for the expenditures, which he fixes
The trouble now is that most of forth daily to do duty upon our railwith his associate justices of the the boats that go up SN river never roads. One in every 80 of them will ROLL, WE WILL SELL YOU AT ONLY z%c PER SINGLE ROLL
'peace, while composing the fiscal gee down again. Dams—the "n" al- be permanently disabled, and one in
OR 3 CENTS PER DOUBLE ROLL, ALL NEW AND BEAUTIFUL
GOOD
ANOTHER
eliminated—may every nine of the injured will be killed,
court. Judge Ligintfoiot said) that to ways
religiously
worked
are
things
as
LEGISLATIVE BILL the reverse,
raise the volume of water in the tor- says Pearson's Magazine. They pass DESIGNS. ALSO NICE HANDSOME DESIGNS AT s, roc, z5c, sou
now, supervisors selected at random, tuous stneatn's bed so that a vessel away, unknown and unhonored, sari
'A?ib UP TO $3.00 PER SINGLE ROLL, ALL KINDS, ALL PRICES _
it is somewhat of a "political" prefer- serif up for the 'health of its master. as to their families and friends.
•
slitc- may easily get Isaick again. The con
the
when
things
govering
destrueence
mare
the
A
of
vivid
notion
R.
Judge
Judge W. M. Reed and
WELL EFFECT, INGRAIN:,
made. He is a very strong gressman from the Fourth Kentucky tireflegs of railroads may be had by TO SUIT THE PEOPLE. NEW PA
T. Lightfoot yesterday stated they tions are
enlegislative
purpose
district is nothing if not magnani- considering the fact that in the great
•
were pleased to see' introduced in the advocate of the
IN CORNICE
AND—EVERY CONSIEVhABLS
thinks the magistrates mous. He knows that next fall con- Crimean conflict, which was one of the DESIGNS
state legislature the bile increasing actment and
position
best
in the
gressional craft in large numbers will bloodiest wars in history, the British OR AND LOVELY AFFR1NGED BORDERS TO MATCH, ALL
the jurisdiction of the quarterly courts are the people
know the true valuation of ascend Salt river, and wants to see it lost leas than half as many slain awl
from $200 to $5oo, as regards civil possible to
gathering therm to- "dammed" first.
wounded as were killed and Maimed COLORS IN BURLAPS...ALSO HANDSOME WOOD EFFECTS IN
proceedings. Judge Reed ts glad to property,sand by
rural
and
city
the
the iron roads in this country durall
on
from
gether
see it because if adopted, the bill
ALL COLORS. THE VERY LATEST DEof ground is
In any tWelvemontb JAPANESE FIBRE,
piece
last year.
ing
every
districts,
be
will
business
mearrs that much
about 60,000 persons are killed or in. SIGNS IN ALL NEW PAPERS. WE ALSO CARRY A FULL LINE
it should be assessed.
taken from. his court and put in that caught at what
lured on the railroads of the United
more
has
who
Lightfoot
of Judge
StateS—a much greater number than OF HEADINGS, ROOM MOULDING, PICTURE FRAMES, WINDrunk on Market.
time to-look after it because he holds
fell at the battle of Sedan, which ,
Charles McCarty was arrested yescourt any time he wants to, while
sealed the fate of the second empire of DOW SHADES, CANVAS. TACKS.AND BUILDING AN ,13,1200FING
Marketentaster MEETING
TOMORROW MORNJudge Reed can try actions only dur- terday afternoon by
France. Wellington won Waterloo, PAPERS. .ALL AND SEE OUR NICE LINE OF SAMPLES AND
JailCity
Deputy
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claims J. W. Howell contracted to
deliver them tomatoes at a certain figure, but broke his agreement, therey
causing them to lose much profit they
would have anode if the tomatoes shed
POLK COMPANY WINS JUDG- been delivered.
Ellie L. Ltighs charges that she
MENT AGAINST PACKING
paid off a nstirtgage executed to the
COMPANY.
COtizen'e Savings bank, on Fourth and
diertucky avenue property, btit that
the haek will not cancel the mortdge Reed Set Right by Retoid gage; -Sso seeseononeeti this.
Jefforde sues the Ferguson-Palmer
Being Expunged of Motion—
compapy as culmination of a controToday's Docket. versy over timber.

CIRCUIT COURT

POSTPONED AGAIN

•

IZZY ?

"A friend of mine &Oared with backathe.
headache and dizzy spells, and seemed gait°
worn outfrom menstrual troubles," writes Miss
G. N. Gariett,„ of Mayersville, Miss., "but she
took Cardui by my advice and Is now well."

Are Nou dizzy? Does your head swim? Do your eyes blur? Is your stomach sick?
In women, these symptoms are often signs of disordered nervous system,or of liver or heart
trouble, brought on by carelessness in regulating the menstrual functions. These functions
are even more important to women than the bowel functions to either sex. Even if there
is no stoppage, still, a gentle,cleansing, menstrual draught should be taken now and then—
every doctor will tell you so. Otherwise the menstrual blood will decay inside you, and.
will be absorbed into your system, causing such pain and suffering as will make you lose
all interest in life.
To cure yourself, take woman's best and Safest remedy, menstrual cleanser, tonic.'
and pain reliever, is the old, reliable, time-tested medicine,
cv;:i- 70 years, has
been a household word in America, viz:
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last
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claims against the estate contending lis.
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addition. The deed was lodged yesPearl alias George Ragsdale.
ESTATE.
the action wherein the state alleges
. The Southern Railway have inaugu- terday for records.
Charles McCarthy was fined $3 and
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marleen
public
companies
down
on
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James Robinson and J. F. Cooper Globe Bank and Trust Company's thejr fan through trains leaving south side of Smithland avenue. ,
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B. B. Linn bought from Master
were each fined $1 and costs for being
$2,000 Claim Objected to in
On motion of Commonwealth At- drunk.
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bands streets.
punged from the court records the and lack 'Jones, ail colored, were artrains, from Lexington and Danvible
Property on Elizabeth street was
notation made of the motion of Judge raigned on respective charges, one
Yesterday Referee E. W. Bagby, to St. Louis, also Pullman sleeper bought from Lizzie L. Rudolph by
Tanner for presenting a pisagainst
Lightfoot last December that Judge
tol at Benton, one charging hrim with' of the bankrupt court, refused to al- through from Danville to St. Louis. J. B. Cross for $650.
W. M. Reed be not permitted to sit car Tying weapon/0, one charging Bril- low the claim of $1,00o put in by Gus The Southern Railway is ae miles
T. J. Newell and wife sold to
A Thrilling Drama.
in the H. H. Loving case. Judge lion with ansaulting Tanner, and one T. Smith to the Taylor 0. Fisher the shortest from Louisville to Charles Rutter for $275, property on
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Loving
Reed tried
the
Benton is the professor for the negro the Brown & Shelton tobacco firm. to St. Louis.
teenth street.
which was prosecuted by the common.
public schools bete at Eighth and when the latter failed last year, at forty-theeeAa
Land lying in the county on Maswealth' sattorney, with assistance of Ohio streets, while Tanner's wife has their place of businesss on Broadway
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Ladies Free again tonight, When
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he
and
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stock.
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with the colored
'John Shores sold to B . E. and' J. paid 30 cent ticket, if purchaAed beI ightfoot asked that is be recorded
claims Benton caused their separa- never paid for it and was shortly alW. Albert for $425, property lying in
that the prosecution objects to Judge tion. Sunday they met out about terwards,forced into bankruptcy 'himSeats on sale at usuel hours at the
the Chamblin and Murray addition.
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Reed sitting in the trial. Now yes- Seventh and Joel:sou1 and lead a self. Now Assignee Smith wants the CHRIS MILLER
Land in the county was sold -for box office of The Kentucky.
$soo to L. J. MeMaisus by Mary L.
terday the commonwealth attorney scrap. Tanner looks pretty well referee to "allow him the full Snow
AGAINST JOE BONDU"banged er as result of the fight. out of Fisher's assets, to pay for the
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staged to the court that, he, Lovett,
RANT.
The charges against ah. come up Brown & Shelton stock bought, but
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had charge of the prosecution, and Thursday.
Judge Bagby refused to do this, and
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instead ordered that the Brown &
side of Trimble street.
Sbelton claim be pro rated like all 0. M Starrett Transferred State Sa- ---.
ing at the Loving trial, and fuseher
Office over Globe Bank and Trost
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Moved In.
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that Judge Lightfoot without any auloon License to G. W. Cothran
only that percentage the balance of
County Clerk Smedley is n ess
thority made the objection and ac—Many Deeds Recorded.
the debts are entitled to. The referee
moved back into his quarters and
credited it to the commonwealth,
the tendered that out of money on
things look swell inside.
when in fact he, Lovett, did not sanc JUSTICE EMERY DECIDED IN hand a so per cent dividend be paid
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Yesterday its the county clerk's oftion same, having confidence in Judge
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niped off the record, %Inch was ordebts. The City National bank was Joe Bondurane for $58. tie for mater- jewelry business, M. R. F. Warren
dered done.
allowed Sins to pay the rent on the ial Miller furnished the other for his retiring from .the firm,
The firm
L. E. Slack, of Franklin, Ind., wa. Nothing Further Done Yet in the building Fisher occupied and which roof.
name of Warren & Warren will be
admitted to the bar to represent acis owned by the banking house. Anas heretofore, ands the senior memLawyer Watts Minter at Denver
tions here.
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Lewis Estate.
ber, MT. WI. N. Warren, wifl continue
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term of court the proceeding wherein
posing Fisher being granted his dis into the hands of. Public Administra- owin,g the hem will find, their acBuford Harper sues the Illinois Cencharge, on the ground that he did not tor Felix G. Rudolph, the estate of count, in his hands for collection,
tral railroad for $2,000 damages, on
Yesterday Justice Charles Emery keep any books showing how his James Lewis upon the widow, Manic also the indebtedorets of the firm will
the ground that he lost several fingers decided in favor of defendant in the business, was conducted.
Lewis, relinquishing her right to qual- be met by him.
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by accident happening while he was suit of J. H. Hightower against ConWARREN & WARREN.
ify and take charge.
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Frank Kirchhoff, Jr.. Saunders case was tried several clays ago, but
Sheriff John Ogilvie
yesterday
and the court has not yet passed on
Licensed to Marry.
Brooks and William Hoffman were justice ..retaitred his decision until
seated
moved
that
he
%souk!'
not
get
it. Exceptions were also filed to the
The clerk issued wedding licenses
excused from further service on the now.
his
until
sometime
next
week
for
claim of Oliver, Oliver & MscGregor to the following: Claud. G. Smith, 23
petit jury, and there substituted R.
present quatecre in former sheriff Lee Free Delivery—
Telephone 756.
in this action.
years of age, of Richmond, Va., and Potter's office, to the smite of rooms
H. Ward, J. C. Harris and Ernest
Having secured the services of Mr.
•
Nothing Further Done.
Bertha Jenkins, aged x8, of the come just vacated by the street car comLee.
John Niehaus, he would be pleased
'Word from Deriver, Colo., is ehat
ty; E. F. Breeze, aged 33, and Sarah pany on South Fourth street. The
Continund Until Today
to meet his friends and old customits
the
dbne
has
been
Until today there was continued' Duncan, aged 23, of Cairo. The colnothing further
new
up
a
have
be
fixed
rooms
to
ers, promising them the quickest serLunatic' Tried.
case where the public 'administrator the petition of creditors asking that ored couple getting a license was
little 'with new paper, painting and vice and nothing but the best drugs
Parrish Jones, white, was tried by
the
of
charge
wants
to
have
there
decorating and by the lase of next at reasonable prices
the jury and ordered sent to the Hop
estate or the Pate Lawyer Charles
week will be in shape for occupancy.
kineville asj,lian where he will be takWatts'
said
county
court
The
Watts.
en tonight by Driver John Austin, of
effeeas ilboutd be turned over to Mr.
W. H. Pairs, Jr., a well known
the patrol wagon. Jones is demented,
David Adams of Stnithaand, but the
farmer of Breckenridge county, desgoes half naked in the winter, lays Denver public administrator appealed
pondent over the death of his wife,
out in the commons, etc., while only
this decision to the circuit court in
committed suicide by cutting his
recently he had to he taken to the fighting to adtninieter on the properthroat from ear to tar.
hospital for fits be suMered with.
ty, and nothing has been effected in
t-detowards
that tribunal looking
The revolutionaries have entered
Davi,"
fife*
ciding the matter.
Quito, the capital of Ecuador. -Vice
Bell
les Davis for
President Moreno has es-sinned execdivorce. They were married in MeFighters Fined.
utive power, and will appoint a new
tropolis June 25, tone and lived toCourtty Attorney Alben Barkley
eabinet.
gether until this month, when she
where
claims his ill treatment compelled her 'has returned from the coyote.
'As a man's brilliant future' grows
to tie a ve shim. She charges hint with he went and prosecuted Lonnie Seay
were charged with
shorter his unbeillient past grows
drunkenness. in addition, and besides and Allie Lee who
Seay boy's
longer.
the divorce wants her maiden name engaging in a fight at the
an
Oren
was
where
house,
given back to her, Belk Bethel.
Lee
Which
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before
tried
were
home during the long winter
M Spicer vs. Padtfeali Carnival comneighborhood, and finest!
A' enrifidence man it one .w4ro tells
patty; _Paducah Pecking company vs the Mit. Zion
They are playing
evenings.
you :tiff private affairs, under a pledge
Howell; VI* L. Leigh vs. $t andt toss Ascii,
of secrecy.
Come in
now at our'store.
citkene Saving.* bank. and 'I. J. Ydvs. Ferguson..Palmer Lem ty"." r
AS General ',eke E. Wright, of
and hear them. -Then you'll Subscribe for the Daily Rev/Inter.
.Teo nesece, is to be an pointed ambits,
rorpann
Want one. Big selection. of
Delivered to your home for so cents
Spicer was is the ocean wave when sack* to Japans Meiwy C. /Ile will be
a week.
it ecillipsed the dosing night Of the governor-general of the -Mlippines
records.
carnival here last spring, at Twelfth tmtil June i, when he will be etre
How wet live may he a neystery to
an. Trimble streets., He got injured seeded by Jame., F. Smith, of Calisome people, but wily some pee
aid PlieS, for $5,00d damages. He re- fornia, at present a member of the
live is a mystery to ti's.
sides down about Woodville. The Philippine comenbeiou.
defendant Is the conmants that has
Southern -members ins co
given festivale 'here for several see"
The bodies of all the eighteen vie
tically have reached an a
sole.
Sines of West Virginia's latest aril
a national quarantine meaeure
The rodeo& Padang company mine accident have !Win recovered.
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sown—lawlessteess. There is not- a only a sanitatee but a riteider.ately
hiege ,city in civilization' that has the cheap way to dispose of the, dead.
amount of lawles.sneselhat has existThe good,. people of every town,
!ed in Chicago for the past twenty
PUBLISHED- BY THE
county' anti- 'state should resolve NEW ONE MAY BE ESTABcity,
yea T.6.
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At
'land's' new parliament 'hasp been bete each individual- voter 'make thisoiesoi
We
- make- this Offer not only to insure that we are, not only the eHEAPtled. It will be 'overwhelmingly lib- !mien, and- then let that eletnenteorFred
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EST, but the BEST Watchmakers and Manufacturing Jewelers in PaduMcKnight Goes With
JAMES E. WILHELM, President. eral, which is- a complete change from aanize for the overthrow of corfupt Mr.
Plant—
Memphis,
Tenn.,
Lumber
cah.
JOHN WILHELM, Treasurer.
the old pheze, which was classed as nr loose government wherever it
Eley Dry Goods Store Moves.
ROBERT S. WILHELM, Secretary.
We also sell Elgin or Waltham Watches with 20 year case for $10.
unionist. The elections, which are on exists..
•
Credit to those who want it.
Entered at the postoffice of Padu- a continuance plan, . contests for
•
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will
be
called
statehood
-The
contentare
Mayfield
matter.
Partien'irom
cah, Ky., as second-class mail
"seats" being limited only to a spechouse Wednesday by agree- Plating earning ,lie-re and opening . a SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR MONEY REFUNDED.
ified time and not a certain, day, will up in the
of
manufacture
ment.
It
is believed now that it will big faotoryi for
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pressed brick that are turned out
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nothing left to them be passed withota -Mach Jdelay. Nee'V through a machine process. They
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then
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1.25
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Mexico 'hasellecideci to accept the joint have been eepteating at that plaCe, but
.to but to prepare to take office; arty are
Week
One
hill,
Which announcement adds to its are desirions of nIssialrea here, on acdoing their shouting now, in the same
count of Padetrale 0ffeijiag better inpopularity.
We pride ourselves in this department, which turns out our work.
Anyone failing to receive this paper way they have won the contests,—
ducements in,.the -way of shipping
to
promptness,
BEST OF WORKMANSHIP, and at prices which defy
'regularly should report the matter
"in broken doss.," so to speak. Other
material
The democrats of the Second con- facilities and demand f4e, the
The Register office at once. Tele- than the decided change in the politicompetition. We make a specialty in epairing - Fine French Clocks,.
colored
turn
out
afil
of
They
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gressional district have called a priphone Ciemberland 318.
and English Hall Chime Clocks. Clocks called. for and delivered at
cal complexion of the parliament two mary to -name- a caratte for con- 'bricks and operate a big concern.
your
request. We do Gold and Silver plating at short notice and short
elecattaches
to the
..significant facts.
The date chosen is -the
gresis.
With New Concern.
prices.
Diamonds reset while you wait. We will take in exchange for
tion, viz: One is that o changes t8th day of May. There are .only
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any
purchase
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the
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for,
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that
in
Ireland, and the other is
woods may hold several in hidinge
facturing company of .Meohanicsburg, giving you New Goods for Old Goods.
the liberals, for the first time perhaps
Tuesday lititorning, Jan. 23, 1906:
and accepted a place with the Pieqkein the history of the land, brolee into
Liedtke Lumber company of MemFolk in Boston.
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phis, Tenn., as timber buyer.
the tory stronghokf of Scotland in
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(Louisville Courier-Journal.)
in
largest
is
one
of
the
concern
dew
as to surprise the various
Mr. Folk has been dealing out more
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and
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The
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DAYS ONLY
abstainthat a mechanic may save by
relating to modern political raethods one of the best young timber-men in
threatens
in
nowise
new
parliament
ing from drink and smoking may be
and government. For instanoe, in his the country.
Watches cleaned and examined
73c up Watch Hands
toe up
prom- Boston speech he
gleaned from the seateneent to the the government conduct, but it
uttered these senMainspring,
best
quality
New
Watch
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up
toc
Business.
Pretty Good
popu- tences:
writer recently by a well known rail- ises much liberality which the
75c up Watch Keys
Sc
the New Case or Hairspring
es't'ablishments
of
The
retail
"Unless this idea of civic right now
road man, in which be gave a bit of lace have long clamored for. The
business New Jewels, whole or cover
report
a
pretty
good
city
soc
up.
abroad In the land dies out we will
'his experience along that line. He leader of the body will likely be pass from the age of sordid commer- the past week; in fact better trade We are the cheapest in Watch and Jewelry repairing
in Paducah. All
is
an
Who
acknowledged
Chamberlain,
than any time since the holidays. This
states that some years ago he concialism to the age of high ideals."
work
guaranteed
for
one
year.
Highest
price
paidfor Old Gold and
is occasioned because the houses are
"Now the idea is. to get right rather
cluded to try the .expernnent of when strong man.
Silver.
conducting remnant and cut cash
than to get rich."
'In felt like taking a drink or a cigar
price sales, ridding themselves of the
"The remedy for corruption has
Decadence in American shipping,
bulk of their heavy winter stock, in
Jot was with the "boys" to abstain
been found in the hearts of the peopreparing to shortly make room for
from doing so and- on reaching home which is shown by comparison with oe.
their spring goods.
discreditable.
A
isvery
years,
past
would
he
amount
figure
out
the
to
"The prisons might be filled- with
Watch Maker, Manufacturing Jeweler and Optician.
have spent that day and drop it in an monagnaph just iseuedan Washington grafters, yet if the people were inEly Wall Move.
NEW
PHONE tz3-R
640 BROADWAY, PADUCAH, KY.
old cigar box, in .whica he 'had cut by the department of commerce and different grafting would go on just
The Eley Dry Goods company of
Credit to those who need it.
'
same."
the
Broadway between Third and Fourth
an opening. At the end of three labor on transportation and systems
"The grafter*. who ; would Make
occumonths he opened the box and found of the world gives some very interest- money at the expertly of the com- streets has leased the building
pied .by T. Schwab clothing concern. The Icgi :ative committee of the will result disastrously to crops and
of
decadence
on
the
statistics
ing
The
experiit to contain $176.20.
mon good do not know good from and will move therein just as on as
Louisville Federation of Labor will vegetation gAterally.
meet -so astonished him nhat he at American 4hipping. In 1855—a half bad; all they know is whether it pays tthe present occupants wind up their leave for Fitankfort Wednesday to
or not."
tinniness and vacate the building.
once cut out the drinking and smok- century ago—a period when steam
work for the passage of a number of
The government at Washington hal
"Corrupt men used to hide 'behind
M. Schwab recently filed a peti- bills favorable to the interests of or- given France a free hand in settling
America
had
coming
into
favor,
nor
aas
ing, for it mean $704.80 a year.
the party dress and whenever attack• tion in bankruptcy, and his stock of
ganized labor, some of which have its dispute with Venezuela, satisfied
forty years the has been in the railway in its foreign trade ships aggregating ed would cry out that the party was
clothing was bought by Mr. Louts already been introduced in the gen- of the loyalty of France to the Montons
service, earning high wages., and at 2,348,358 tons, of which 115,045
being assailed; the people have learn- Rubel and others who are now sell- eral assembly.
roe doctrine and all that it invilres.
the pace he was going at the- time he were steam tonnage. In 1905 the M- ed that a grafter is a grafter still, ing it "off piecemeal and expect to get
C.harks J. Denny and J. J. Hannimade the experiment, in forty years- eal tonage of iltillietican -ships engag- whether 'he calls himself a democrat entirely rid of sense within the next
or a republican."
The summer heat of she last few gan, former members of the St. Louie
get
Mr.
Eley
expects
to
few
weeks.
he would have spent $28,192.00. er.; in the foreign tide was only 943,"Partisanship is a good thing when into that building by the tenth of days started the sap in the early acuse of delegates, convicted of 'modWhile he has not that amount of 750, of which 59,59.4 toles were -steam. censistent with patriotism, but pa- next month.
leafing trees and plants and, in some ling and given a term in prison, have
money now, yet he has a competency Li other words, while this country tribtis-m is a higher virtue than partiinstances, leaves are to be seen.. The bent released after serving eighteer
impending cold wave, it is feared, months.
and 'has lived easily and enjoys good has led all-others in growth of popu- sanship."
May Leave Next Year.
"The moral idea in politics 'has
Mr. George C. Wallace on being
'health at this time.
lation, wealth, commerce, manufactcome to stay."
asked yesterday about the report that
The mechanic with health who ures and railroad building, its ship"The wave of the patriotism of he was contemplating going to Atearns from .$1,000 to $1,e00 a year, ping in the foreign trade has steadily peace will go with ever-inareasing lanta, Ga., to live, stated that he hau
and is in the habit of spending a dol- decreased until it is only slightly force. This dote not mean eie 4eencluded not to go there this
lar or two each day for drinks can more than one-third whet it was ha:f struction of political parties, but the ,ear, but could not yet tell whether
putting of political parties ,pn a high- next year -he would go or nor.
save enough money in twenty year; a century ago.
er plane."
to invest judiciously and become in"The two great political parties can
Elect Directors.
dependent, besides enjoying life in the
Mississippi will make her delinquent furnish every' ternent of governmentToday the seockholdere of the
true sense.
poll tax payers as well as other tax al reform when coupled witb a large Paducah Light and PlPW CT company,
and healthy measure of political in- with isoki a meeting here for purpoie
payers settle up regularly or bar
dependence..."
of electing their board of directors
Many a Christian parent when. a theif children frrnn the public schools.
Mr. Folk has contribiittiff'S fieriest to serve dining this year. It is probson gets beyond control cries out. A bill to this effect is before the leg- dcal to the literature of pure politics. able the old body win be re-elected.
"Save my boy." In the language of islature of that state and it is be He has proved, moreover, that "pare
politics" is what the practicel
CHRISTIANS. GET
Rev. Sam Jones, "Why didn't you lieved it will be enacted. Velhile
wou:d call "good politics.';' It is
INTO
POLITICS.
keep your boy when you, had him?" act is aimed particularly at the non- so effective that it wins victories over
paying
.colored
poll
tax
delinquent
it
shady
Too many business men are too busy
politics. Theoretically Mr.
THE SECOND TERM BEGINS SOON
WE
Owing the dollar to take interest in will catalt also the tardy payers of Folk is rigll t; political his course is
HAVE WHAT YOU NEED AND WE KNOW
successful. What be says is worth Advice Given at Y. M. C. A. Meeting
public questions that have for their all other taxes whether white or
hearing.
And
his
advice
should.
be
WHAT YOU WANT
—Duty of All Men to Do That.
OTHER CUSOMERS
°haw the betterrelnatrOf the com- black. The bill is something new in 'heeded by everybody because of its
the
way
of
trying
to
reach
the
delinmunity. When- men become absorbed
morality and idealism; the politicians
SAY THEY SAVE MONEY BY
DEALING
should. not despise it, for it pays.
in making dollars they soon lose the quent tax payers..
New Yorke Jan. 22.-oErmergli memWITH US.
right to being called good citizens.
bers of the Young Men's Christian
It is pretty well settled that the A Miscarriage of Rate Legislation. association to fill the, Majestic theatre
There is a difference between being
(New York Journal of Cammerce.)
WHY NOT LET US "SHOW YOU"
to standing 'room thundered their apa good, nean and a good citizen—a kgislature is going to appropriate a
The first three weeks of the 'conproval
Mayor
Mark
yesterday
when
good man does not necessarily be- million dollars or more for the new gtessional se'esion have clearly demon
Ragan of Jersey City and Senator
ATI We. ask is the Chance
come a gime! citizen, but a good citi- stete capitol, through the issual of stinted- the feet that serious obstacles Evcrtt Colby of New Jersey advised
to
rate
legislation
stand
in
the
way
:fen cannot help but lie a good.man.. bonds, and also make liberal cash
them to get into politics. Both speakof any bill on that subject. Practicers, who were introduced as New
The good man only, .as I rule; is eel- appropriations to the various state in- ally every bill that has
been seriously Jersey's, political
reformers,
defish; the good citizen is unielfish for stitutiotre. Bills' for 'these appro- thought of has suggested the possinounced polieicals rings in bitter
of
the unconstitutionality
he believes in benefiting 'others. A priations are either already drawn or bility
terinue.
selfish man accomplishes but little in to be drawn and their passage is to through the bestowal of unrest-rained
Senator Colby said: "I want you to
rate-making powers upon public offi- get into politics. That does n(,t
thie world, and has but little to ex- he under the "whip," as the "makSI
cers. Reasonable doubt has' arisen as mean holding offie. We need a 1 .1
It is poor economy to have
chine" is declared to bc in line for
pect in the world to come.
to whether tie counts would not nul- of fresh twain* in politics to take tlic
your watch repaired by the
the award's.
lify acts
ch sought to do _what place of the dried lip and oyeretraited
CHEAP man
;r
these have
tempted; And, in eviry political,minds that never can see the le
You want FIRST CLASS
At the municipal election in KnoxThe stories which come from the Case,
,1110(11
tion after .modification point of this MOW gaeree. In my opinwork at Reasonable prices.
ville,.Tenia, Saturday the democratic
invesaigatienss of the -hazing troubles has been tried in order to find some ion, the remedy lies in the direct priWe fill the bill exactly.
candidate for re-election ran third in
t:ie: Annapolis academy make it say of evading the manifest difficul- mary and direct nominations, in
the race, the independent labor candities of the situation. -Senator Dolii- which the people can take an indoubtful whether the country is gradver's measure—the latest that has
date was rlected with the (reform canuating naval men or thugs. It seems been brought up for consideration pre tercet.'
Mayor Fagen said, among other
didate only forty-five votes behind
that congress will negket an import- paratory to its introduction in con- things,: "Too witty Christian -men
hinee The reform element elected the
ant duty if it does not clean out not gress—contained mote or lees techni- stand aside and look with horror and
chairman of the board of public only
the cadets but the corps- of in- cal provisiceee designed- to avoid the diageet on ea/existing conditions ili
charge of lenconatitational intierferworks and five of the eleven alderpublic I i fe--econdinionis for which
structors of the institution, for if they ;ince with railway
propotty rights. they are responsible.
Every man
men. The ring democrats elected
have )tit abetted. the nefarious prac- and ahese • 'have now been: trimmed
and
to his
his
country
OM*
it
to
three democrats and one republican tice
they (have countenanced it by per and smoothed in- such a way as, it is ('rod to take an active part in polities,
aldermen, the either two being indemining it to go on without detection. thought, to-carry the bill to the ex- Join the clubs of your party and don't
pendent candidates. There,has beet;
treme limit that will be tolerated by leave aH the work to the political
the courts.
a strong fight in - that city' for better
heelers and elle grafters. My experThe house has "shied at Young's
ience convinces me that the people as
government and from the result it
meses1ution to investigate Breathitt
Virgil H. Parke, a Kentuckian, em- a whole are honest. They want their
seems that the people•were victors.
county. The excuse is that it 's fear- ployed as a laborer in the bureau of rights, but unfortunately they will
engraving and printing, at Washing- not always fight for them: I have
resolution is 1(3
-ailed. If
The fight by the tobacco trust er!
ton, has preferred charges of unjust always been sustained by my belief
'airaintst the eifarette bill now before the soloos have any double as to disierimination against the chief Of title- in tire final honesty of the people and
tlhat has given me courage to con'the Kentucky legislature should be where the "load" is to be found. let bureau, Capt. W. M. Meredith.
sufficient to convince every represent- the investigation proceed. They will
Angered because the girl heeprofess
ative that 14 Should:vote forthe bill. 'acquire the informaticm they lack on
ed to love refused his attentions Fe- FORMER CONGRESSMAN DIES.
One of the most aboininabk.habits is reaching Breathitt.
lix Betelli, of Brooklyn attempted to
Fmnkfort, Ky.,.Jan. 22.—Thoma%
that "of cigarette smoking. In meta
kill Lena Campana. The girl's cries Y. Fitzpatrick, former coagnesetean.
it is disgusts/4a and by 'boys meanie to: The gmwing favor of cremation in attracted her 'b'other Nicholas, who politician and noted. recontetir, died
here shortly after midnight lit the
St. nouis is making a common thing stabbed Betelli to death.
impaiirtheir.
intellect and stresetth..
home
of .Capt. Berry South, a r laof the incident of the ashes of some
The
socialises'
meeting
time.
held
He had been a sufferer from
in
MerIn the appaling list of . murdered deceased being cast intief the Missislin Sunday te protest against Reeslian heart trouble for several years. ml
wometi and assault* upon them on sippi from 'he great Eade bridge outrages were orderly.
Every meet- deceased was preceded to. the grav41
Ihe streets of Chicago, that city is sbut which spans the stream in
few years ago by his wife, who was
front of ing place was surrounded .by a police
Force sufOlent to handle any ordinary a Mies South, and leaves one child,
reaping what it has permitted to be the Future Great. Cremation
it not
demonstration.
a daughter.
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day lick' a meeting at Mayfield will'
the shippers, gathered together what
evidence they had to introduce, and
now have the matter under consideration. At the meeting Superintendent
CITY OFFICIALS NOW HAVE Gaven, of tire 'Metnghie division, SCHOLARS SEEM DEEPL
Y INFreight Agent C. C. Cameron and
COMPLAINANTS BEFORE
TERESTED IN
THE
Attorney Nairn for the road, were
THEM.
WORK.
present.
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Ten Per Cent Broadway Investment.
Cotinty Board Do- Not Believe They
For $3,500 we offer a 3-story brick Miss Lizzie Singleton Will Resume
business building between First and
Will Be Ready For This For
Teaching Next Week—Enter
Secend street, lot 18x6, that will pay
4.•
Another Week.
permanently to per cent net on the
New Pupils Next Week.
investment. Nothing better in Paducah than this for a safe business
Yesterday morning the city board building investment.
l'esterday morning the examinaWhittemore Real estate Agency, tions at the public siohoois com.4 supervisors coutamenced. • hearing
consplaining property owners, who Frat.rnity building. Both phones 835 menced, and Superintendent Lieb said
protest against the valuation of their
the pupae entered into upon same
property being raised for thy tax
Four Now Cars,
with deep interest, indicating that
.purposes. Allthough they ate receivFour New cars have been ordered much tan be expected of the scholars
ing the property owners, the supervi- by the street ear company and are who got through with their list of I
*
sors have not entirely completed the'expected to arrive within the next questions early for the first day, and
work of going over all the assess- week or two. They are of a new diet not unduly rush themselves. To- I
ments to see if they shouist be altered. pattern and will be Ilineeed with ads morrow afternoon the last of the ex-)
Wlhile they are hearing complaints ditional orders, if they suit the man- animations are held, and schools disrhougth, they will in the meantime, agement.
missed until Friday when the children
during spare moinetits, catIVIi SIS the
come beck after their cards, showing
balance of the list in order to satisfy
result of the tests.
therms-lime the valatailions Wel.e Plase'd
Yesterday morning the janitor of
high enough.
Tile parties whose
each building went to the office of
property has been raised will be reSupt. Litt) at t114 Washington build-.
11
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111.11
.
.
1 1111111
.
11111111.1111
.
.
1 11111
.
11111
tomorrow and the next day.
6
lug, and got copies of the lists 01
ee &Amerylopes have called, etion the
queetions used for the examinations.
set railway, light and traction come RAIN DID NOT DETER THE The janitors
gave these lists to the
'la y for a Statement of the property
ELKS ON SUNDAY
principals, who presented each teacher
they own, so the board will lunow
a copy for use while the examinations
AFTERNOON.
what valuations to place upon the
are going on.
tangible property. The management
of the company had promised ao give
Return to Work.
them this statement seersetime this Sunday Evening the New Officers for
week entunenating the property and
A SPECIAL EDITION OF THE "CLANSMAN,
the Knights of Columbus Were
Henry's Aseptic Cream is the
Next week Miss Lizzie Singleton
" HISTORY OF
its assessabk valise.
THE PLAY, ETC., AT soc.
wilt be able to resume her teaching
best cure for chapped face lips
Installed
.
The county supervisors are working
ALL THE NEWEST AND BEST IN FICTIO
in the city schools, after being out
N AT CUT RATE
and hands. Wintry winds dry
herd, but is will be week after ncxt
PRICE.
nearly two months now as result of
up
the
natural
before they commence recezeing the
moisture
DON'T FORGET THAT WE ARE "HEADQUART
the operation she underwent.
ERS" FOR
complaining property owners.
Despite the disagreeable elements
rbe •4•4. skin
SHEET MUSIC. WE HAA'E EVERYTHING THAT
Henry's Aseptic
IS NEW.
The city supervisors expect to fin- on Sunday afternoon the Elks of the
Cream is a skin food that supc;ty
were
not
deterred
their
altowth
work
ish
New Scholars.
front conducter by the first
plies just the right blood moistid February, and if they do this will ing the cornerstone ceremonies at the
ure
that is needed to make your
Next
starts
week
the last half of the
be the first board that has completed new building on North Fifth street
chapped skin soft and pliable.
schoot
session,
and
is
it
expected
,
beside the postoffice. The rain. was
in that kngth oi time.
Made of the purest ingredients,
•I
so hard at 2 o'clock though, that it quite a- number of children will be
it
is neither sticky nor greasy.
was postponed an hour, when through started in in the first grade. Those
House at $sso.
who
are
not
when
age
six
years
of
New 3-room Salem avenue house, a steady and slow falling rain about
school opens in September, but who
2 minutes' walk from car line, rents tifty‘of the members marched from
attain that age before the last half
j7 per month. Pays Is per eerie the lodge room on Fous-tit street to
at his Optical Parlors has a large display
'Whittemore Real estate Agency, the new building on Fifth, and there, starus the first of Feburary, are generally
started
for
in
hag.
the
final'
Fraternity building. Both phones 835. with their umbrellas raised, conof the
ducted that part of the ceremony that
DRUG
GIST
necessitated their presence right on.
the building.. When that was don!
SIXTH AND BROADWAY
the brethren and otl...:, there adjourned over to the rotunda of The
prices ranging from $15 to $100.
TELEPHONE 63.
Kentucky theater, where the cxer
EXPRESS MESSENGER SULLI- eises were finished, the two remaining REESE ANGLE NOW HAS ANfeatures being addresses by Mr. RobVAN GOT BUNGED
ert W. Brown, grand exalted ruler
OTHER
SERIOUS
ONE
BY KEG.
of :he United States, and Mr. J: J.
IL` A BEAUT. REMEMBER I AM THE
FACING HIM.
FIRST MAN TO PUT
S
Hizgerald, both of Louisvilks They
THE PRICES DOWN ON RECORD.
MY PRICES ARE:
made excellent talks.
Freight Train Broke in Two and Was
The -serifiCte, %WC concluded 204
Hit by Passenger— Conductor
while at. 6 o'clock a spread Young Woman Got Out Warrant
Blaney About Well.
was served the lodge officers, past
Charging Him With Bastardy in
THESE ARE ALL NEW RECORDS, BRAND
officer, and Messes. Brown and FitzNEW FROM THE
County Clerk's Office.
gerald. at Hotel Lagomarsino, durFACTORY.
MY BUSINESS HAS BEEN INCREASED SO
RAPSunday evening ahout 7 o'clock ing which time a number of informal
IDLY I HAVE HAD TO OPEN A N EXTRA
PARLOR TO DISthe passenger train that left this city toasts were responded to.
PLAY THIS LINE.
a. 13:40 o'clock that day for St. Louis
sagreseressedlibeed. ,.•Assde
Yesterday in the souls of Jusece
Sunday eliciting the Knights of Coway of Brookport, crashed into a lumbus met/ at the lodge room.
I HANDLE EVERYTHING TO
on Charles Emery there was dismissed
REPAIR BROKEN VICTOR
-ight train tin the steep down grade North Fourtlt street, at which.
time the seduction warrant against Reese
MACHINES. COME TO ME WITH YOUR
near Bebleville, Ill., and as the result Mr. Fitzgerald installed
TROUBLES WITH
the newly Angle anti this substituted by a bas- Not a drink, but a seasonable prep- YOUR MACHINES
AND
I
WILL
the
great
force
of
oalksion
GIVE
the
YOU
ALL
tardy
charge
county
the
in
eletted
court.
INFORMATION
officers. Ths brethren gatheraration especially adapted for coughs
••
HOW TO CLEAN AND FIX THEM.
Express Messenger Dan Sullivan) of ed at St. Francis
ALL
INFORMATION
de Saks church When the jilstice fast week issued and colds accompanied by fever as in
athe American Expects company out tiret to attend
ABOUT OUR MACHINES GRATIS.
•b
*twship, and then the seduction warrant he made a
La Gripp, etc.
of here, is suffering from a cut place marching to the hall,
'held the- official take and got the name written John
WHEN YOU BUY RECORDS FROM ME YOU
f
re
)11 his hmelwaid. He got in yester- installation. Me.
DON'T BUY A
Fitzgerald return- Agnew, when in fact it was Reese
PIG
y afterndon on his return trip ed to Louisville yesterd
IN A BAG—YOU HEAR EVERY ONE PLAYE
Very
Palatable.
* morning' Angle.
D • AND IF
.
.
NOT SATISFACTORY YOU NEEDN'T
at 1:40 o'clock, as did Mr. Brown,
Miss Hattie Park, of Huntington
50( and $1. Bottles'.
BUY.
.
A freight train broke in two near they being unable to
remain over for Row, is the complainant charging seI CARRY A VERY LARGE ASSORTMENT
elirville, and severance of the air yesterday.
OF NEEDLES—
duction, but yesterday the warrant
THE VERY FINEST VICTOR'S AND
'rake piping, brought the train to a
OTHER MAKES: WHICH I
The rain prevented all but a few was distniesed at the instance of the
ntIstill. The passenger was cont.- dozen people groin
FURNISH TO MY CUSTOMMERS, GIVING
being at the Elks' young woman and County Attorney
THEM THE PROFITS
along right behind at a good clip services, outside
ON
MY NEEDLES.
DRUG
the membership of Alben Barkley, as it developed Angle
STOR
ES.
speed, when else rounded the curve fifty.
•
seduced the girl over two years ago'.
MY VICTOR TALKING MACHINE PARLO
& Jackson Sta. phone as/
n 'the down grade and struck the
RS ARE
Mr. R. Edward Ashtirook, the es- The law is" that after .twenty four
OPEN
& Clay Sts, phone 34.
freight with a crash. Fortunately the teemed
FROM x P. M. TO el P. M.
!leading kniglu, for the lodge, months anyone cannot be prosecuted
engineer slapped on his brakes quick is preparin
g to move West to reside, for an offense of this character.
enough to milackep tips speed so the and will
On the dismissal being effected thz
lahor.tly resign :his position in
at • ,. *engine nor freight were derailed by
the secret order, at which tire nme young woman then took the matter
1
the roMision.
one will be chosen to %needed him to the county clerk's office where a
The passengers were thrown nearly for the
balance of the ensuing term. warrant was issued charging Angle
over their seats, but nobody was
with bastardy, she girl having given
big lteg.itt the express car
birth to a child. This morning he
dicey thrtnigh the air and entre+ Iles- CHINESE TO GIVE RARE
If you wont y...ur clothes cleaned,
will be arrested and when caught will
t
s1ctiger Sullivan in the forehead, but
dyed or repaired, take them to K. C.
b:
arraigne
d
before
the
county
judge,
RELIC TO FIELD MUSEUM
did not hurt likiit Sufficient to miss a
before whose court the document is Rose 329 South Third Street. I have
trip.
returnab
le.
All bastardy charges the nicest line cl samples for tints
ChicaseS
,
Jan.
22.—Tttan Fang and
There were quite AAA:tuber of ratlihave to be lodged with the county In the city. Suits made to order.
Tai
Hong
Glri,
the
Chinese
high
comne-2h people on ihe train thistestits declerk.
layed one anth a half hours, by tit* missioner's left Chicago at .8 o'clock
last
night
in
a-'sp
ecial
train
over
•
the
acoidlent.
•
Pennsylvania Railroad for the East.
•
Attorney General Hays, irt an exThey will spend today in Pittstrusg hanstive report to the senate,
shows
Conductor Recovered.
and will arrive in Washington at to the' congested codelitio
n of his depart'Conductor IL:,
Bilariey of the St. o'clock tomorrow morning.
EYE, EAR, NOSE AND
ment and the urgent need of an apturielvia Brookport,
Before leaving Chicago, Tulin Fang propriation suffitlent to
THROAT.
admit of emcl5a'bk to be up after a severe attack
We Write Anything in Ipsurance;
triad'e known his desire to present to ploying several assistants.
Office and Residence, Rooms 3 and 4,
of rheinnatietik ail, expects to rethe Field Museum of Natural HisColumbia Building.
Office11306 Broadway
sume till rim it
Phones:Office 385—Residence 1694
thplvineXt few tory, a rare and ancient Chinese
'tone
Fine lettuce for sole; tender, crisp
• days.'
Phone
to4r—Re
d.
•
similar to one in the Japanese lio- and cheap. Oak
4
Grove greenhouse.
4
•
perial museum in Tokio. There are Porteous Bros.
c
SMppers Cop
said to be but three of the tablet's rn
Thefreigiht shirovairefi gat . fvfay6eld existenc
e, the third being in the
hove complained Vol'the ltate, raikoad
palace of. Titan Fang.
R. T. LIGHTFOOT,
comaniesioners claiming that the IbliSold •at
Cehtral charges them an exor- 'Comple
te returns from the Demobitant Ate_out of and into that tity.
Gray's Buffet,
—LA
WYE
R—
eratie primary in Dubois 'comity, Inds
•Palneer HOuse BST,
c'illsninstion of
contention, give W. E. Cox, for congress, a
L. A. Lagoinarsino.
Ckarests
and Moe D. majority of 788 votes over Ooneres
st win pretties in sil sourts WI Kw
rerraVT,of
oaunission, Thurs.. Min W.
tacky.
T. Zenor.
t
Scabscribe for the Daily Register.
'
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ALL STYLES

sWe Do Repairing

ALL LEATHERS
EVERY PAIR WARRANTED

Lendler & Lydon

Phone 675.

CORNERSTONE

'
Henry
s Aseptic
Cream for
Chaps

309 Broadway.

t
dksatU.sua
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$1.50 di 50c

Fine Selection of Copyright Novels
at a Remarkably Low Price

HARBOUR'S BOOK DEPT.
_ -

DON GILBbRTO

J. IL Oehlschlaeger

HIT FREIGHT

Victor Talking. Machines

CASE DISMISSED

- The Victor for $21.00

Rock, Rye
and Honey
Compound

k

7-inch, 35c

10-inch, 60c

12-inch, $1.00

ef

BACON'S

7th

The Victor Talking Machine Man,

Paducah
Steam Dye Wueks

hurt.

A

DON GILBERTO

606 S. Fourth St., Cor. Jackson,

PADUCAH, KY

L. L. BEBOUT
^1••••=1•010

Or. Childress

General Insurance Agency

61110.66MW'

PABST BLUE RIBBON
BOTTLE BEER

J. W. HUGHES

GENERAL INSURANCE _
116 Fraternity Building

Office Phone, 484-A
Residence Phome, 323

RINI

'TALE OF A

VEER HOUSE.

Dwelling Poflied of Ship Beached
on the Pacific Coast in
Gold Times.

•

On the bay of San Francisco, about
six miles from the city, is the little
town of Tiburon. Here, on the beach,
Is a remarkable -dwelling—half ship
and half cottage. The landward half
La an_ordinary two-storied wooftien- cotLege, but the outward end is the hulk
of an old vessel, the name board of
which, Tropic Bird, Is nailed over the
front door of the cottage.
"In 1850, just after the great gold
discoveries in California, the Tropic
Bird, built in a Prince Edward Island
shipyard, and commanded by Capt.
Homans, set sail from Gloucester,
Mass., with a mixed crew of sailors
and landsmeu, all eager to Get as
quickly as possible to the land of gold.
Just beim* sfeaching Cape Horn, matiny broke out, but was quelled by the
firmness of the captain and the opportune coming on of a violent storm,
which kept all hands busy for several
days. The Tropic Bird and all on
board reached the Golden Gate and the
young city of San Francisco safely.
The vesszl, however, 'as so battered
that she was beachled at the foot of
Telegraph Hill and converted into a
boarding house and general store. The
captain and leis brother made money
fast, and after a few years sold out
their business and returned to their
native state.
Half a century later, in 1901. a man,
his wife and child came from San
Francisco to Tiburon to visit the ship
cottage. The woman's heart came
into her mouth when she real tee
name plate, Troeic Bird.
Entering.
they learned that the old vesset had
been towed over to Tiburon, cut in ha
and a cottage (milt where her 'ste
had been. They farther ascertained
that the Tropic Bird was built by Donald Dewar, a shipbuilder of Georgetown, Prince Edward Island, and sotd
by him to Caet. Moments, who sailed
her round the florn. Donald Dewar's
gratuidaeghter, Mrs. J. H. Scott, is now
the housenife of the Tropic Bird, and
her vieitor was a daughter of Capt.
Romans. So straiseely did two people,
deeply interested ia ttic ropic Sird,
the one a granddaeghtee of her bullion. and the other a daughter of her
former owner and caetain, meet la the
little town of Tieeron.

COCKTAIL AT THREE. FORKS HAND-PRESSED LEMON OIL. YOUNG
Decoction That Was Too Much for
Cowboys and the Mixer Had
to Drink It

Only Way of F.xtrecting the Flavoring Matter from the Rind
of the Fruit.

"I was standing.in the barroom in a
resort at Three Forks," said a traveling man, "waiting for the proprietor
to arrive, in the hope of placing a
small order. While I was waiting,
two cowboys, wrapped in fur coats,
their own dienity and a reputation as
the top riders of the country which
stretches away toward the head of
Willow Ceeek, caMe into the saloon.
and, marching up to the bar, demand4
ed a cocktail.
"The bartender looked nonplussed
Ihr a moment, but he was not to be
shut out, so he grabbed the biggest
glass he could find behind the bar and
Immediately got bimy. If there was
anything there ht kissed sting Into
pepper
that glass, from le salt
the
sauce used to fiad
ç, to the
snippings from the ends of the cigars
which he found in the cigar cutter,
could not bee it, and when he had
finally finishee he had two big bee:
glasses full of lel mixture.
"The boYs 1 eli tasted the lizgage,
and it did not taste good.
unlimbered a big gun and, playf%
toying with the weapons, they sugd
keeled that the Lertender drink his
own mixture. It required some per
suasion, but finally, to avoid trouble.
he swallowed the contents of both
glasses. 'Kole, make your will, you
would-be flabsonere shouted the punch
ers, and solemnly they put their gun,
back where they belonged, treated the
house to the cigars, and faded away
into the distance, their horses hitting
only the high spots as they distil).
neared up the valley.
"And I tell you, the impromptu bar
tender had good occasion to make his
For three or four beers he was
the sickest man I ever saw, and it
,took the services of a doctor, who
worked over him fcr an hour or two,
to bring him back to life again."

"This ole of lemon," said the spice
merchant, "is an exquisite thing. It ii
hand-preeseti—pressed by hand out of
lemon rind. Smell it."
The odor of the clear oil, says our
informant, suggested sunlit lemon
groves miles in extent on a moutitala
side overlooking the blue sea.
"I'll tell you how the oil of lemon la
extracted," ho said "A man sits with
a sponge in one hand and a piece oi
fresh lemon peel in the other. He
presses the peel against the sponge
'lying it finally a certain difficult and
dextrous twist, and this breaks the
cells in the rind, and the oil—theree
only a half drop of it—comes -milletanti,' cut upon theesponge.
"Wireti The sponge has taken up the
dribblings of about a hundred rinds, it
Is wet enough to be squeezed out. Ay
ounce or so of clear and fragrant oil
then flows from it.
"There is no way to extract this oil
within a lemon rind except by squeezing and twisting the rind by band. It
takes the rinds of about 1,200 lercont
to make one pound of oil.
"Did you, by the way, ever watch a
bartender hold a piece of lemon peel
over a cocktail. and give the peel a
sudden. quick twist? Well, he wai
then flavoring the cocktail with oil of
lemon, though the quantity he extract
eel was so small as to be quite invise

MAN

FkOM JAPAN.,

Knew But Few Worts of English,
Yet Knew How to lee
Polite.

The other dey, at a railroad station
a Japanese young' man was notice(
among several Americans, who were
eating, that is, bolting, their food to
jerks. He knew but few words of Eng
lish, but managed to call kir some
oysters and coffee. He ate and drank
with most exquisite manners, and at°
tracted much atteetion by his frequent
use of "I beg your pardon." When he
wanted the pepper, upon reaching for
It, he said in a sweet voice to the man
before whom he had to prise his arm:
"I beg your pardon." One coarse fellow, who sat with his hat tilted over
one eye, surprised even5 himself by
pushing the plate of crackers toward
tne polite little Japanese without even
being asked. He did not look up, as
If ashamed of being caught in the
act.
Conversing afterward with the yoeng
man from Japan he admitted that he
knew less than 100 words of our Ian.
guage. I beg your pardon, thank you
if you please and you are very kind
were phraees he could speak very dis
tinctly, and by means of them made
his way wherever he went.
Politeness costs nothing and is the
passport to every good in life. It never
fails to bring returns. This dap was
unlike a little American girl I know,
aged five.
Recently her father brought home a
humorous book, teaching politeness by
showing the shockingly bad manners
"Imagine doing that bartender twie at a family of children.
until you had collected a quart or so 0;
"Edna," he said, • I bore these funny
thre rare oil."
pictures and stories will help you to be
more polite."
SCENTED LUBRICATING OIL. "It's of no use. papa. It will take
more than a book to teach me man
Used for the Bearings of the Deli- ners. You can't teach an old dog new
cats Drills Employed by
tricks."
Dentists.

The Foxy One.
Mrs. Knewbryde was in tears.
"You haste forgotten already," she
sobbed. "You d—d—don't care for me
any m—more! You—"
"Tell me what I have forgotten,
dearest? Tell me"
"This t's my b-birthday, and you
baven't brought me any present, co
said a w—word about it, and—"
"Nonsense, darling, I remembered 11,
perfectly, but I didn't want to remind
you that you were a year older."
And peace and happiness reigned
again.--Cleveland Leader.
He Wasn't in
"Alas!" sighed the fashionable
young man. "I have been cut off in
my prime."
"How's that, dear boy?" queried the
.
party of the other part.
"My rich old bachelor uncle has
made a new will and I'm not in it,"
explalued the f, y. m.—Chicago Daily
News.
Papa's 131cesing.
The Minister--And does your papa
sap grace at the table, too?
-The Angel Child—Yes, sir, but he
doesn't say it like you do.
The Minister—What does he sea'?
The Angel Child—He sits down an'
looks around an' Lays, "Good Lord,
what a dinner!"—Cleveland Leader.
Worth a Contest.'
Caller—I wish to contest my uncle's
will.
Lawyer—Is the estate worth it?
Oaller—He left $100,000.
Lawyer—Let me see. That's fifty
thousand for me and fifty thousand for
the lawyer on the other aide. Yea, Its
worth it.—N. Y. Weekly.

FINE TRAINS.
TO

Florida
via

Southern

Railway

and

Oueen & Crescent Route
..
••••••••=•11
,

"Florida Limited"—Leatiing Louis
viNe at 8 a. m. daily connects at
Danville, Ky., with solid train of
Pullmau sleepers
and
vestibuled
coaches via Chattanoogi- and Atlanta,
arriving at Jacksonville at 8:eo e a.
m. and St. Augustine to a, m. next
day, without change.
Dining car
serves all meal en route,
"Florida Special"—Leaving Louisville 7:45 p. m.. carries observation
sleeper daily except Sunday, Louisvine to St. Augustine, wittioat
change via Chattanooga and Atlanta,
arriving _At Jacksonville at 8:go• p.
and St. Augustine at to p. m.
next day. From Danville this
solid train of drawing room sleeperi,
composite car, observation car. etc.
Dining car serves all meals en route.
Via the "Land of the Sky"—Pullman sleeper leaves Louisville at 7:43
p. m. daily, running through to
Knoxville, where connection is made
at 9:35 a. in, with through sleeper
to Jacksonville, via Milted's, Columbia and Savannah, arriving at
Jacksonville at 9 a. in.

it,

The Sensation.
Jay Green--I had a ride la my cousin's automobile while I was up t' the
city.
AarOn Allred—Ye did? How 'd seem? Good returning until May vitt, a:•
Jay Green—Wa-al, it felt good deal now on sale at low rates.
OF "TIPS."
MORAL
VIEW
"No, we don't perfume axle grease.
like failln' into a mighty deep well,
n3r do we scent the on used on the Philosophical Essay Distributed to only Ylf dropped straight ahead instead
Journals of freight cars" said the deal
the Guests of a Summer
o' doWn'arta.—Puck.
or, -but there is one lubricating oil
e' CASTE IN TEE KITCHEN.
Hotel.
Going nia Asheville and "Land cil
Enough- to Cause Weeping.
that we do scent, ar.d that is the fine
the Sky" and "Sapphire eountrr'
Not
Know
Tears,
I
Case et.' a Cook Vdho Couldn't etffard oil used on dentists' drills.
"Tears,
Idle
At one of the summer resorts where
and returning via Atlanta and Clfat=
to ItesiOci on Just a Plain
"Such drills, tiny little drills of beau- hotel life camel; very near being robbed When or Why," sang the girl in the tanooga or
vice versa.
Street.
tiful workmanship, are made nowa- of all its terrors, the following circular fiat below in a shrill voice.
For
the
"Land
of tho Sky," "W
days for use in every possible position. Is given to the guests:
"If that girl would only sing in a ter
Homes." rather handsomely ilit,
she
Tee Lindsae family Was moving out There are drills thet project from the
to
Wen
then
phonograph.
fees:
The
evils
and
annoy.
Tips and
of the old house on an avenue into a shaft at a right angle, this being made ances of this custom are generally con- wouldn't ask any such fool qoestioe," lustrated booklets, folders, rates. etc.,
new house on a fashionable street. At passible by the daintiest little bevel ceded. Tips are given for one or more muttered the crusty bachelor below.— address any agent of the Southern
Railway or C. H. Hungerford, D.
that critical period the Lindsay cook gearing you ever saw, within the drill of the following reasions:
Milwaukee Sentinel.
P. A., Louisville, Ky., G. B. Allen,
leaving. The mistress head. Others are set at an obtuse
of
rtotlee
gave
imitation.
mere
which
is
Custom,
SNAPSHOT MARRIAGES.
A. G. P. A., St. Louis, W. C.
was in despair, for the cook was a angle, and others, again, are set at an
Foolish Doctor.
Fear of being thoughe mean, which
Rinearson,
asked
G. P. A.. Q. & C.
them
about?"
with
lived
snorting
had
"What are you
Niaety-Nine of Which Out of Hun- model one, and
acute angle.
Is cowardice.
for years, relates the Chicago Record' "With one or iother of these varidrel Result in UnDesire to be thought generous, which the young walrus of the old one, wise Route, Cincinnati, 0.
Herald.
was perusing a scrap of newspaper.
ous drills you can drill out a bole in Is vanity.
happeuess.
"Here's a doctor." replied the other,
"It. will be so much more convenient any tooth in any direction, up or dowel
Desire to help the poor, which is
"who says it's unhealthy to go Into the
All modern advancement and in- inithe new house, Nora, and we have or from the front or the back or the charity.
ventions, marvelous as they lire, have depended on you so long I don't see side, but of course the little drills
Desire for some favor inconsistent water after a meal. How would we get
not brought any improvement, over how we can part %filth you now. At wouldn't ran smoothly or nicely with- with full justice to others, which is It, if we didn't?"—Philadelphia Press.
good, old-fashioned courtship. aaye the least tell rue why you are going" out lubrication, and you wouldn't want bribery.
Where Extremes Meet.
Mrs. Lindsay pleaded.
Memphis News-Scimitar.
to pat fiats oil in a patient's mouth,
Because, in some Places no reasonrefreshments at the illihringers'
"The
r'eputa'
own
have
my
mem,
I
"Well,
It is easier to become married than
already suffering enough, probably.
able service can be ban without tip- reception were very simple."
t e
Nora,
answered
it used to be, and easier to be di- tion to look after,"
"So here is where scented lungics.t- ping, which ie a "hold-up" by serThe Illinois Central maintains cloudou"That always argues one of two
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